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Abstract: The BeiDou global navigation satellite system (BDS-3) provides positioning, navigation
and timing services for global users, moreover, it provides BDS satellite-based augmentation system
(BDSBAS) single-frequency (SF) and dual-frequency multi-constellation (DFMC) services for users
in China and its surrounding areas. The BDSBAS SF service is in accordance with Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) standard protocol (RTCA MOPS) and augment GPS constel-
lation, while the BDSBAS DFMC service is in line with SBAS L5 DFMC standard protocol and is
aimed at supporting any combination of BDS/GPS/Galileo/GLONASS constellations, including
only a single constellation operation. We introduced the development status of the BDSBAS system,
including the system architecture and navigation user algorithms. Based on the GPS measurements,
the accuracy, integrity and availability of the BDSBAS SF service were evaluated, and with the BDS
measurements, the accuracy of the BDSBAS DFMC service was preliminarily analyzed. The integrity
and availability of the BDSBAS DFMC service will be discussed in future work as some of the DFMC
integrity parameters are still under discussion for optimization. The results show that, for BDSBAS SF
service, the horizontal and vertical position accuracy were about 1.0 m and 2.0 m (95%), respectively,
which were improved by 39% and 33%, respectively, compared with the GPS SF position accuracy.
For BDSBAS DFMC service, the horizontal and vertical position accuracy were about 0.6 m and
1.2 m (95%), respectively, which were improved by about 25% and 20% compared with the BDS
dual-frequency position accuracy. No system integrity risk event was detected during the testing
period for BDSBAS SF service. The average availability of the BDSBAS SF service was about 98%
which was mainly affected by the availability of ionospheric grid delay corrections.

Keywords: BDSBAS SF service; BDSBAS DFMC service; accuracy; integrity; availability

1. Introduction

The satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS) can broadcast ephemeris and clock
error corrections, ionospheric delay corrections and the corresponding integrity informa-
tion to users through geostationary orbit satellites (GEO), to improve the accuracy, integrity,
continuity and availability of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) core constella-
tions service. Because of the benefits of the augmentation service, including large service
areas and relatively low construction and maintenance costs, many countries and regions
have established SBAS systems to meet the navigation performance requirements of high
real-time and integrity applications such as aviation users for all phases of flight, from en
route through category I approach [1].

Current global SBAS operational systems include the Wide Area Augmentation Sys-
tem (WAAS) of the United States which has been operational since 2003 and can support
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CAT I-like approach capability (LPV-200) [2,3]; Japan’s Multi-functional Transport Satellite
Satellite-based Augmentation System (MSAS) has been operational since 2007 and sup-
ported non-precision approach operations [4–6]; the European Geostationary Navigation
Overlay Service (EGNOS) system in European Union whose precision approach operations
capability began in 2011 [7–9]; both the Indian Global Positioning System (GPS) Aided
Geostationary Earth Orit Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) system [10,11] and the Russian
System of Differential Correction and Monitoring (SDCM) system [12,13] are in develop-
ment with plans for horizontal and vertical guidance. In addition to the system already in
operation, there are some future SBAS under development: the BeiDou Satellite-Based Aug-
mentation System (BDSBAS) by China, the Korea Augmentation Satellite System (KASS)
by South Korea, the SBAS for Africa and Indian Ocean (A-SBAS) and the Australian SBAS
(AUSBAS) [14].

BDSBAS is an important part of the BDS system, and provides services for users in
China and the surrounding areas. It will be an important supplement to the availability
of Global SBAS services. Since civil aviation is the most demanding user for SBAS, the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) established standards and recommended
practices (SARPs) providing overarching standards and guidance for global SBAS imple-
mentation, and organized the SBAS Interoperability Working Group (IWG) for SBAS service
providers to assure common understanding and implementation of the SARPs [15–17].
Incorporation of the ICAO SARPs has become one of the most important jobs of BDSBAS
system construction, and BDSBAS provides two kinds of augmentation service: single-
frequency (SF) service and dual-frequency multi-constellation (DFMC) service, both in
accordance with ICAO standards [18,19].

The BDSBAS SF service augments GPS constellation and meets the RTCA minimum
operational performance standards (RTCA MOPS) which defined the GPS L1 C/A signal
minimum performance, functions and characteristics. The service provides GPS satellite
ephemeris and clock error corrections referenced to the L1 NAV message, ionospheric
grid delay corrections, integrity information of corrections, GEO navigation and almanacs,
degradation factors and clock–ephemeris covariance matrix, and uses BDSBAS-B1C signal
of GEO satellites to broadcast the augmentation messages to GPS/SBAS users, aiming to
support APV-I precision approach [19].

The BDSBAS DFMC service is compatible with the SBAS L5 DFMC protocol and the
augmentation messages are transmitted by GEO satellites through BDSBAS-B2a signal
to augment BDS/GPS/Galileo/GLONASS dual-frequency signals. For BDS, it is recom-
mended to use B1C and B2a dual-frequency signals and the ephemeris corrections are
referenced to the B1C CNAV1 navigation message. For GPS, it is recommended to use L1
C/A and L5 dual-frequency signals and the ephemeris corrections are referenced to the L1
NAV navigation message. For Galileo, it is recommended to use E1 and E5a dual-frequency
signals and the ephemeris corrections are referenced to the E5a F/NAV navigation mes-
sage. For GLONASS, it is advised to use L1OC and L3OC dual-frequency signals and
the ephemeris corrections reference is to be determined (TBD). BDSBAS DFMC message
mainly contains GNSS ephemeris and clock error corrections, integrity messages, clock–
ephemeris covariance matrix, degradation parameters, and SBAS satellites ephemeris and
almanacs. Compared with SF service, the DFMC service increases the SBAS availability and
performance by direct mitigation of ionospheric delay with dual-frequency and inclusion
of additional GNSS constellations such as BDS, Galileo and GLONASS, aiming to achieve
CAT-I precision approach.

The DFMC service is intended to support any combination of constellations, including
only a single constellation operation. At the current test stage, the BDSBAS DFMC service
provides BDS and GPS augmentation information, and will gradually increases the dual-
frequency augmentation information for the Galileo and GLONASS systems. Table 1 shows
the comparison of the BDSBAS SF service and the DFMC service.
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Table 1. Comparison of the BDSBAS SF service and the DFMC service.

SF Service DFMC Service

Broadcast Signal BDSBAS-
B1C BDSBAS-B2a

Broadcast Satellites 3GEO 3GEO

Augmentation constellation(s) GPS BDS/GPS/Galileo/GLONASS

SBAS Network Time GPS Time BDS Time

Clock and Ephemeris slow corrections Broadcast Broadcast

Clock fast corrections Broadcast Not Broadcast

Clock–Ephemeris correction integrity Broadcast Broadcast

Clock–Ephemeris covariance matrix Broadcast Broadcast

Ionospheric grid delay corrections and integrity Broadcast Not Broadcast

Degradation information Broadcast Broadcast

SBAS (GEO) satellites ephemeris and almanacs Broadcast Broadcast

The BDSBAS SF service has already begun to provide initial service since 31 July 2020.
Reference [20] shows the BDSBAS general design, system time datum, coordinate reference
system and signal characteristics, [21] analyzed the pseudorange bias errors of BDSBAS
monitoring receivers and their effect on the performance of the BDSBAS service. A general
aviation flight test performance of BDSBAS was given by [22]. We focus to introduce the
BDSBAS architecture design, user algorithms of broadcast messages and preliminarily
evaluated the system performance of accuracy, integrity and availability in accordance with
ICAO standards based on monitoring receivers distributed in the China service area with
the real observations.

2. BDSBAS Architecture Overview

BDSBAS is operated by the BDS control system and consists of a regional monitoring
network in China, two master control stations and three GEO satellites. The two master
control stations are backup to each other to enhance the system robustness. To meet the
needs of current SBAS users as well as the next generation of SBAS system construction,
two parallel threads are dealt with in each master control station processing center for SF
service messages and DFMC service messages, respectively.

BDSBAS has chosen a regional network for the SBAS services. To estimate and model
the regional ionosphere for SF service, the receiver network is evenly distributed in the
service area of China [23]. Each monitoring station is equipped with three independent
receivers identified as A/B/C which can receive BDS and GPS pseudorange and carrier
phase observation data at present. The observation data from monitoring stations are sent
to the master control stations through ground and satellite network links for information
processing. Some of monitoring stations equipped with hydrogen atomic clocks are iden-
tified as class I stations to ensure the system time reference stability, and the others are
identified as class II stations which are widely distributed in the service area. Both the
measurements of class I and class II monitoring stations are used to compute differential
corrections and integrity information. The workflow of the BDSBAS system is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The workflow of the BDSBAS system. The red line indicates the SF service messages
processing and the green line indicates the DFMC service messages processing.

The master control station is the data processing center. The received GNSS measure-
ments are first dealt with at the preprocessing facility to identify and eliminate outliers,
detect the cycle slip of carrier phase data, correct the code noise and multipath errors in real
time, and compute the common errors in the propagation path, such as tropospheric delay,
ionospheric delay, receiver antenna phase center corrections. The code noise and multipath
errors are corrected in real time with the code noise and multipath correction (CNMC)
algorithm which is a kind of carrier-smoothing pseudorange method detail described
in [23]. The tropospheric delay is corrected with Black model and the ionospheric delay is
corrected with dual-frequency iono-free combination. The preprocessed observations are
then sent to the differential correction processing (CP) facility and integrity processing (IP)
facility to calculate the differential corrections and evaluate the system output safety.

The CP facility selects preprocessing measurements from A receivers of the monitoring
stations, and calculates the differential corrections for SF and DFMC services. For SF service,
GPS ephemeris and clock-slow corrections, clock-fast corrections and ionospheric grid delay
corrections are determined with respect to L1 C/A signal. For DFMC service, ephemeris
and clock corrections are calculated for multiple constellations with dual-frequency. The
calculation methods of ephemeris and clock corrections were introduced by [24,25]. GEO
Cartesian and Keplerian parameters as well as almanacs are also computed. The corrections
are then passed along to the IP facility for evaluation. The IP facility uses preprocessing
data screening from B receivers of the monitoring stations to ensure the reliability of
SBAS services. The user differential range error (UDRE) monitor determines a confidence
bound on the satellite ephemeris and clock corrections with the carrier smoothed iono-free
pseudoranges. In parallel, the grid ionospheric vertical error (GIVE) monitor estimates the
ionospheric delay confidence bounds for a set of ionospheric grid points (IGPs).

If all the corrections are properly bounded, the corrections and integrity information
are then arranged in accordance with RTCA MOPS and SBAS L5 DFMC standards sepa-
rately and uploaded to the three GEO satellites in a sequence of messages by the message
arrangement and upload facility. Both SF and DFMC SBAS messages are broadcast to the
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SBAS users with the data rate of 250 bits per second. BDSBAS SF messages are broadcast
on BDSBAS-B1C signal and BDSBAS DFMC messages are broadcast on BDSBAS-B2a signal
of GEO satellites.

3. Message User Algorithms and Service Performance Evaluation Methods

SBAS can be used in many non-aviation applications and the SARPs proposed by
ICAO for the SBAS system can be also extend beyond aviation to other SBAS users. This
section describes the user algorithm referred to ICAO SARPs for determination of user
position as well as the protection levels with BDSBAS message type (MT) information. The
navigation and protection level results of monitoring receivers are used to evaluate the
BDSBAS service performance and the evaluation methods are detailed discussed in the
following paragraphs.

3.1. Message User Algorithm

The user algorithms include application methods for differential corrections and
integrity information. The satellite position and clock-slow corrections will be added to the
satellite coordinate vector and clock offset computed from the broadcast ephemeris. The
fast corrections will be applied to correct pseudorange measurements. SBAS ionospheric
grid delay corrections should be used for single frequency users, to correct the ionospheric
delay error of the observation data. For a given satellite without satellite position and clock
corrections, it shall not be used in the position equation.

The integrity information is used to indicate an alert condition on one satellite or
multiple satellites. Anytime a “don’t use” or “not monitored” indication is received, the
corresponding satellite should not be used for navigation. Otherwise UDREIs are used for
the evaluation of σ2

UDRE indicating the accuracy of combined fast and slow error corrections.
The accuracy of ionospheric grid delay corrections indicated in σ2

GIVE is computed form the
GIVEIs. These correction accuracies will be applied to determine the weighting matrix for
the weighed least squares solution of SBAS user position equation.

Compared with the navigation messages broadcast by the core constellations, the
information broadcast by the SBAS system has high frequency update. The fast corrections,
slow corrections, and ionospheric corrections are all designed to provide the most recent
information to the user. However, there is always the possibility that the user will fail to
receive one of these messages. To guarantee integrity even when some messages are not
received, SBAS designs the degradation factors of this information to monitor the old data
to ensure that they remain valid until they time out. To provide increased availability inside
the service volume and increased integrity outside, SBAS broadcast the relative covariance
matrix for clock and ephemeris errors to calculate the broadcast σUDRE degradation val-
ues specified as δUDRE, as a function of user position. The degradation information is
broadcast through different message types and applied to calculate the model variance for
the measurements.

The user algorithms of SBAS SF messages are described in detail in RTCA MOPS
DO-229D, and the comparable definition of SBAS DFMC operations are given in SBAS L5
DFMC ICD. The calculation processing for SF and DFMC messages are similar. Taking
the SF messages as an example, the user computation processing with SBAS messages is
introduced as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Algorithm flowchart of BDSBAS SF messages [19].

According to Figure 2, after receiving GPS L1 signal and SBAS augmentation messages,
the satellites used for navigation are selected according to the satellite vehicle (SV) health
status, whether the differential corrections were received and the corresponding integrity
information. Once the satellite is unhealthy, or its differential corrections are not received,
or the UDREI of the satellite is greater than 12, the measurements of the satellite will not be
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used. If the MT 28 messages are received normally, the UDRE degradation value δUDRE
will be computed with MT 28 as Equation (1), otherwise δUDRE is equal to 1 [19,22].

δUDRE =
√

lT · C · l + εC

C = (E · Fscal)T · (E · Fscal)
Fscal = 2(scale−5)

εC = Ccovariance · Fscal

E =


E1,1 E1,2 E1,3 E1,4

0 E2,2 E2,3 E2,4
0 0 E3,3 E3,4
0 0 0 E4,4


(1)

where l is the line-of-sight vector from the user to the satellite. εC indicates the quantization
errors, derived from Ccovariance which is broadcast in an MT 10 message. If MT 10 data
are not available, εC is set to zero. C is the relative clock–ephemeris correction covariance
matrix reconstructed with the parameters Ei,j broadcast in MT 28 message, scale is the scale
exponent also broadcast in an MT 28 message.

Degradation value δUDRE is applied to model the variance for the measurement
residual error σ2

f it. If MT 7 and MT 10 are successfully received, the variance for the

measurement residual error σ2
f it will be computed with δUDRE as well as the degradation

parameters obtained from MT 7 and MT10. Otherwise, σ2
f it will be computed with δUDRE

as well as the default value. The detail computation methods of the measurement residual
error variance σ2

f it are shown in [19].
Then, the position results and corresponding protection levels are calculated based on

the weighted least squares solutions, as expressed as Equation (2).

X = (GTWG)
−1

GTWL (2)

where X is the unknown position parameters, G is the observation geometry matrix, L
is the observations vector, W is the weight matrix which can be expresses as a diagonal
matrix, at least four satellites are visible and useful to ensure that the first term is inversed.

W = diag

(
1
σ2

1
, · · · 1

σ2
n

)
(3)

where σ2
i is expressed as

σ2
i = σ2

i, f it + σ2
i,UIRE + σ2

i,tropo + σ2
i,air (4)

In the Equation (4), σ2
i, f it is the variance for the measurement residual error of satel-

lite I, σ2
i,UIRE is the variance of residual of ionospheric model correction, σ2

i,tropo is the

variance of the residual of tropospheric model correction, and σ2
i,air is the variance of the

observation noise.
The protection level equations are described in detail by [26].

3.2. Service Integrity Evaluation Method

With the continuous improvement of the service accuracy of GNSS core constellations
such as the GPS and BDS, SBAS systems pay more attention to the service integrity augmen-
tation. In the actual navigation processing, users usually do not know their true position
error (PE), they can only compute the protection levels (PL), taking all relevant error sources
into account associated with the observation geometry and integrity data provided by the
SBAS system. The definition of the system integrity performance requirement includes an
alert limit (AL) against which the requirement can be assessed. If the PL is too large to be
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contained within the AL, the SBAS service will be indicated as not available. We used the
monitoring receivers with precisely known coordinates evenly distributed in the service
area to analyze the BDSBAS service integrity. Once a PE of any monitoring receiver exceeds
the AL without receiving an alert in time, while the calculated PL is smaller than the AL,
a piece of hazardously misleading information (HMI) exists. The SBAS service integrity
orders that the HMI probability (PHMI) should be less than a certain probability. ICAO
provides specific requirements of PHMI for different operations. The evaluation method of
SBAS service integrity is shown as follows:

(1) During the testing period, the starting and ending epochs are indicated as tstart and
tend, respectively, and the observation sampling interval is expressed as T.

(2) The position coordinates of the monitoring receivers are calculated with BDSBAS
broadcast information. The deviation of the estimate coordinates from the true coordi-
nates of the receivers are computed and divided into horizontal position errors (HPE)
and vertical position errors (VPE). The time series of HPE and VPE are taken as the
statistical samples.

(3) The associated integrity messages of BDSBAS are used to compute the horizontal pro-
tection levels (HPL) and vertical protection levels (VPL) for the monitoring receivers.

(4) At epoch i, comparing the HPE value and HPL value against the horizontal alert limit
(HAL) value. If the three values satisfy the relationship as HPL < HAL < HPE, it
indicates a horizontal HMI event, Bool(x) is set equal to 1, otherwise, Bool(x) is set
equal to 0. Meanwhile, comparing the VPE value, VPL value against the vertical alert
limit (VAL) value, if the three values satisfy VPL < VAL < VPE, it indicates a vertical
HMI event, and Bool(y) is set equal to 1, otherwise, Bool(y) is set equal to 0.

(5) Using all the experimental samples, the probability of HMI of service integrity is
determined as:

PHMI = 1−

tend−Top
∑

t=tstart ,inc=Top

{
t+Top

∏
i=t,inc=T

Integrity_Flag(i)

}
tend−tstart

Top

Integrity_Flag(i) =
{

0, (Bool(x)i + Bool(y)i) > 0
1, other

(5)

where Integrity_Flag(i) is the service integrity indicator, where “0” indicates integrity risk
occurred and “1” indicates there is no integrity risk; PHMI is the probability of HMI; Top is
the service sample interval and usually is set to 150 s for APV I approach; T is observation
data sampling interval.

3.3. Service Availability Evaluation Method

Service availability is an indication of the ability of the system to provide usable service
within the specified coverage area. It can be expressed as the percentage of time that the
position accuracy and integrity of the SBAS service remain within the specified threshold.
The availability determined with the GNSS and SBAS observations is described below:

(1) During the testing period, the starting and ending epochs are indicated as tstart and
tend, respectively, and the observation sampling interval is expressed as T.

(2) The time series of receiver HPE and VPE are calculated with SBAS corrections and
the corresponding HPL and VPL are determined with the SBAS integrity information.

(3) At observation epoch i, the receiver HPE and VPE are compared with the service
horizontal accuracy threshold (HPOSlim) and vertical accuracy threshold (VPOSlim),
respectively, to determine the accuracy availability indicator at epoch i.

Pos_ f lag(i) =
{

1, HPE < HPOSlim&VPE < VPOSlim
0, other

(6)
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where Pos_ f lag(i) is the accuracy availability indicator at epoch i, “1” indicates service
accuracy is available, and “0” indicates service accuracy is not available.

(4) The service integrity indicator is calculated as Equation (5). Considering both the
service integrity indicator and accuracy availability indicator, the service availability
is given by Equation (7):

Avail =

tend−Top
∑

t=tstart ,inc=Top

{
t+Top

∏
i=t,inc=T

[Integrity_Flag(i) · Pos_ f lag(i)]

}
tend−tstart

Top

(7)

where Avail means the service availability, Top is the service sample interval and usually is
set to 150 s for APV I approach.

Based on the service integrity and availability evaluation methods, the BDSBAS service
performance is preliminarily evaluated with real observation data.

4. BDSBAS Service Performance Evaluation

Currently, the BDSBAS SF service augments GPS L1 C/A signal, and BDSBAS DFMC
service augments BDS B1C and B2a dual-frequency signals and GPS L1 C/A and L5
dual-frequency signals. Since only a few of GPS satellites broadcast L5 signal and can be
monitored in the Chinese service area, the GPS dual-frequency service performance cannot
be reasonably evaluated. In addition, the definitions of some degradation parameters
in the BDSBAS DFMC protocol are under discussion for optimization, the integrity and
availability of the DFMC service will be discussed in future work. The BDSBAS DFMC
service only evaluates the accuracy performance based on BDS constellation.

The performance accuracy, integrity and availability of the BDSBAS SF service as
well as the accuracy of the BDSBAS DFMC service are preliminarily evaluated, using
the observations of 30 monitoring receivers evenly distributed in China from 1 July to
10 July in 2020. These monitoring receivers are independent from those generating BDSBAS
differential corrections.

4.1. BDSBAS SF Service Accuracy

According to the user algorithms of BDSBAS messages, the single point position (SPP)
results of the BDSBAS SF service were achieved through 30 monitoring receivers’ data. To
reduce the observation errors such as multipath error, observation noise, carrier smoothed
pseudoranges are used in the SPP estimation. In consideration of calculation efficiency and
carrier-smoothed pseudoranges accuracy, the data with 20 s observation sampling interval
were adopted. The coordinates of the monitoring receivers are regularly maintained with
geodetic survey and GNSS network adjustment calculation, and the 3D coordinate accuracy
of these receivers is usually better than 5 cm. As the precise coordinates of the monitoring
receivers were already known, the position errors in horizontal and vertical directions
were analyzed. The 95th percentile values of absolute value of horizontal and vertical
position errors of each day were evaluated, and the time series results during 10 days for
30 receivers were shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the lines in the top subgraph indicate the time series of horizontal position
errors of 30 receivers and the lines in the bottom subgraph show the position errors in the
vertical direction. Different colors indicate different monitoring receivers. The horizontal
axis represents time in days, and the vertical axis represents position errors in meters. It
shows that the variance of position errors for the same monitoring receiver is relatively
stable in different days. The HPE of different receivers has little difference, varying from
1 m to 1.5 m, while the dispersion of VPE among different receivers is relatively large,
varying from 1.5 m to 3 m. The VPE variation of different receivers is mainly caused by the
accuracy of corresponding ionospheric grid corrections.
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Figure 3. Time series of 95th percentile position errors for 30 monitoring receivers under BDSBAS SF
service. One color represents one receiver.

The 24 h time series of position errors of one monitoring receiver are shown as an
example, compared between the BDSBAS + GPS SF service and the GPS SF service. The
position errors in the north–south, east–west and vertical directions are shown in the top,
middle and bottom subgraphs of Figure 4, respectively. In the figure, the red lines indicate
the positions errors of the BDSBAS + GPS SF service and the black lines represent the
position errors of GPS SF service. The horizontal axis expresses time in hours. As shown in
Figure 4, the 95% position errors of the BDSBAS + GPS SF service are 0.638 m, 0.506 m and
1.548 m in the north–south, east–west, and vertical directions, respectively, while the 95%
position errors of the GPS SF service are 1.388 m, 0.851 m and 2.427 m in the north–south,
east–west, and vertical directions, respectively. The position accuracy of the BDSBAS + GPS
SF service is obviously improved compared with the GPS SF service.
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The average value of 95% absolute value of position errors over 10 days is used to
evaluate the position accuracy of the monitoring receiver. The position accuracies of the
BDSBAS + GPS SF service and the GPS SF service are compared analyzed and the statistics
for 30 monitoring receivers are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The position accuracy statistics of monitoring receivers under the BDSBAS + GPS SF service
and the GPS SF service (unit is meters).

Rcv ID

Horizontal
(95%)

Vertical
(95%) Rcv ID

Horizontal
(95%)

Vertical
(95%)

BDSBAS + GPS GPS BDSBAS + GPS GPS BDSBAS + GPS GPS BDSBAS + GPS GPS

1 0.769 1.699 1.837 2.488 16 1.129 1.631 2.662 3.039

2 0.744 1.688 1.739 2.477 17 0.865 1.629 2.503 2.708

3 1.101 1.693 2.444 3.727 18 1.197 1.480 1.910 2.451

4 0.964 1.538 1.398 2.773 19 1.022 1.980 2.358 3.157

5 0.961 1.558 1.338 2.840 20 1.048 1.910 2.072 2.868

6 1.071 1.977 2.736 3.304 21 1.039 1.414 1.617 2.654

7 1.085 2.147 2.270 3.254 22 1.120 1.396 1.686 2.668

8 1.116 1.495 1.829 2.424 23 1.101 1.689 2.107 2.675

9 0.971 1.531 1.823 2.479 24 1.025 1.665 1.931 2.716

10 0.962 1.574 1.451 2.791 25 0.806 1.588 1.559 2.915

11 0.972 1.524 1.393 2.782 26 0.773 1.595 1.526 2.972

12 0.794 1.526 1.331 2.806 27 1.234 1.593 1.682 2.265

13 1.129 1.651 1.600 2.619 28 1.192 1.644 1.393 2.600

14 0.849 1.668 1.782 2.617 29 0.970 1.633 2.656 3.964

15 0.841 1.662 1.868 2.752 30 1.197 1.631 2.656 4.060

Mean 1.00 1.65 1.91 2.86

The results show that the horizontal and vertical position accuracies of the 30 monitor-
ing receivers are less than 1.5 m and 3 m, respectively, achieved with BDSBAS + GPS SF
service. The average accuracies of all 30 receivers in horizontal and vertical directions are
about 1 m and 2 m and are improved by about 39% and 33%, respectively, compared with
GPS SF service.

4.2. BDSBAS DFMC Service Accuracy

The service accuracy of the BDSBAS DFMC service is similarly analyzed with 30 BDS
monitoring receivers. The testing data sampling interval is 20 s. The absolute value of
horizontal and vertical position errors with 95% confidence level are calculated every day
and the time series of all monitoring receivers 95th percentile position errors are displayed
in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, the lines in the top subgraph indicate the time series of horizontal position
errors and the lines in the bottom subgraph show the position errors in vertical direction.
Different colors indicate different monitoring receivers. The X-axis represents time in days,
and the Y-axis represents position errors in meters. It shows that the variance of position
errors for the same monitoring receiver is relatively stable in different days, and the position
errors of all receivers are relatively consistent. The HPE of different monitoring receivers
varies from 0.5 m to 1.0 m, and the VPE of different monitoring receivers varies from 1.0 m
to 1.5 m. As most ionospheric delay errors can be eliminated by using dual-frequency
observations, the vertical position accuracy of the BDSBAS DFMC service is significantly
improved compared with the BDSBAS SF service.
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The time series of position errors are compared analyzed between the BDSBAS DFMC
service and the BDS dual-frequency service and the results of one monitoring receiver
are shown in Figure 6 as an example. The position errors in the north–south, east–west
and vertical directions are shown in the top, middle and bottom subgraphs, respectively.
The red lines indicate the BDSBAS DFMC service and the black lines represent the BDS
dual-frequency service. The X-axis represents time in hours. It is noted that the position
errors (95%) are 0.51 m, 0.57 m and 1.60 m in north–south, east–west and vertical directions,
respectively, under BDS dual-frequency service, and the position errors (95%) are 0.25 m,
0.23 m and 0.77 m in north–south, east–west and vertical directions under BDSBAS DFMC
service. The position accuracy of the BDSBAS DFMC service is also clearly improved
compared with the BDS dual-frequency service.
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The average value of 95% absolute value of position errors of 10 days is calculated
to represent the position accuracy of the monitoring receiver. The position accuracies of
30 monitoring receivers under the BDSBAS DFMC service and the BDS dual-frequency
service are comparatively analyzed and the statistics results are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The position accuracy comparison under the BDSBAS DFMC service and the BDS dual-
frequency service (unit is meters).

Rcv ID

Horizontal
(95%)

Vertical
(95%) Rcv ID

Horizontal
(95%)

Vertical
(95%)

BDSBAS + BDS BDS BDSBAS + BDS BDS BDSBAS + BDS BDS BDSBAS + BDS BDS

1 0.558 0.765 1.050 1.176 16 0.677 0.931 1.237 1.377

2 0.365 0.642 0.733 1.079 17 0.741 0.928 1.263 1.469

3 0.571 0.758 1.140 1.485 18 0.552 0.844 1.025 1.392

4 0.547 0.748 1.186 1.507 19 0.515 0.737 1.085 1.379

5 0.423 0.649 1.001 1.353 20 0.560 0.706 1.210 1.455

6 0.539 0.784 1.259 1.537 21 0.480 0.653 0.987 1.403

7 0.624 0.892 1.277 1.606 22 0.679 0.845 1.089 1.361

8 0.834 1.023 1.333 1.537 23 0.676 0.835 1.158 1.343

9 0.503 0.730 0.830 1.144 24 0.526 0.701 1.140 1.400

10 0.758 0.904 1.322 1.459 25 0.552 0.756 1.031 1.395

11 0.508 0.708 1.066 1.307 26 0.659 0.855 1.333 1.706

12 0.503 0.754 0.896 1.287 27 0.467 0.716 1.176 1.343

13 0.572 0.715 0.981 1.244 28 0.704 0.859 1.092 1.314

14 0.586 0.767 0.965 1.298 29 0.725 0.915 1.259 1.342

15 0.881 1.133 1.203 1.520 30 0.571 0.789 0.981 1.200

Mean 0.60 0.80 1.11 1.38

The results show that the horizontal and vertical position accuracies of 30 monitoring
receivers are less than 1.0 m and 1.5 m, respectively, under BDSBAS DFMC service. The
average values of the 30 monitoring receivers’ position accuracies in horizontal and vertical
directions are about 0.6 m and 1.2 m, respectively, which are improved by about 25% and
20% compared with BDS dual-frequency service.

4.3. SF Service Integrity and Availability

According to the performance specifications of ICAO Annex 10 for APV-I approach,
the HAL and VAL are 40 m and 50 m, respectively, and the horizontal and vertical accuracy
thresholds (95%) are required to be above 16 m and 20 m, respectively. The position errors
and position protection levels are calculated with the monitoring receiver observations
from 1 July to 10 July in 2020. The horizontal integrity and vertical integrity are assessed by
the accumulate Stanford diagrams and shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

Stanford diagram outlines the key concepts related to integrity. The X-axis represents
the position error and the Y-axis represents the protection level. The misleading information
(MI) is defined as when the position error exceeds the protection level but is still less than
the required alert limit of the system. If the protection level is less than the alert limit
while the position error exceeds the alert limit, it is labelled as hazardously misleading
information (HMI). When this occurs, the user is in a potentially dangerous situation as
the system is providing dangerous information to the user who is unaware. The integrity
risk is the probability that a position error is larger than the alert limit without any alert. If
the protection level is less than the system alert limit and the position error is less than the
protection level, then the system is available and operating within its normal bounds. If
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the protection level has exceeded the alert limit, the system service cannot be trusted even
though the position error may be acceptable.
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and no hazardously misleading information events exist. The 99.9375% testing epochs are operating
within their normal bounds in horizontal direction according to APV-I approach requirement.
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It is noted that no integrity risk event occurred during the whole test interval. The
availability percentages of the integrity service are about 99.9% and 99.8% in the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively.

To illustrate the detail relation between the protection level and the position error, the
24 h time series of position errors and the corresponding protection levels are shown in
Figure 9 at the Beijing station. HPE and HPL are shown in the top subgraph and VPE and
VPL are presented in the bottom subgraph. The unit of the X-axis is hours and of the Y-axis
is meters. The blue lines indicate position error and the black lines indicate protection level.
It shows that the protection level can envelope the position error with 100% confidence,
which means that there is no integrity risk event.
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If the position error is less than the system accuracy threshold as well as the integrity
service is under normal operation, the system service is considered available. Considering
both the accuracy and the integrity performance, the service availabilities of all monitoring
receivers are analyzed and shown in Table 4. The results shown that the average value
of the service availabilities of the 30 monitoring receivers is about 98%. Some of the
receivers located at the service marginal areas have lower service availabilities as their
vertical position errors exceed vertical accuracy threshold (20 m), mainly related to the low
accuracy of nearby grid corrections as well as the poor dilution of precision (DOP). The
accuracy and availability of grid ionospheric corrections at the service marginal areas are
low for very few monitoring stations distributed at these areas, which leads to a smaller
number of augmented satellites which could be observed in the areas at some time, and
leads to the challenge of the service availability.
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Table 4. Statistics results of monitoring receiver service availability.

RcvID Availability RcvID Availability

1 0.995 16 0.995
2 0.999 17 0.995
3 0.984 18 0.995
4 0.984 19 0.944
5 0.926 20 0.961
6 0.934 21 0.993
7 0.981 22 0.914
8 0.989 23 0.988
9 0.991 24 0.973
10 0.995 25 0.976
11 0.993 26 0.995
12 0.994 27 0.995
13 0.983 28 0.994
14 0.978 29 0.979
15 0.995 30 0.982

Average value 0.98

5. Conclusions

We introduce the development status of the BDSBAS system, including the system
architecture and the message user algorithms. The accuracies of the BDSBAS SF service
and the DFMC service are discussed with system monitoring receiver observations. The
preliminary performance of the BDSBAS SF service integrity and availability are evaluated
according to ICAO standards. The results show that the position accuracies of the BDSBAS
SF service are about 1.0 m and 2.0 m in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,
which are improved by about 39% and 33% compared with the GPS SF service. The position
accuracies of the BDSBAS DFMC service are about 0.6 m and 1.2 m in the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively, which are improved by about 25% and 20% compared
with the BDS dual-frequency service. For the BDSBAS SF service, no integrity risk event
was detected during the test period, and the average service availability is about 98%. By
increasing the effective monitoring areas of grid ionospheric corrections, the availability of
the BDSBAS SF service could be further improved, which is an important research field for
BDSBAS system upgrading.
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